WARNING
ENTERING HISTORIC URANIUM MINING AREA
BE AWARE OF OPEN SHAFTS,
TUNNEL AND MINE WORKINGS CONTAIN
RADON GAS
STAY ON EXISTING ROAD
DO NOT APPROACH OR ENTER OLD MINE WORKINGS

Denver Radium Superfund Site

National Radium Institute
Denver, CO
Underground uranium mine and ventilation

Public Health Service scientists surveying a mine

Miss Uranium 1955 with her ton of uranium ore
Rifle Mill tailings site

1957
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Moab mill tailings site (Utah) located on the Colorado River.

16 million tons on 130 acres.
EPA Assessment of Risks from Radon in Homes

SEER Estimated 2010 US Mortality for Selected Cancers

EPA Map of Radon Zones
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Unconventional Oil and Gas Extraction Effluent Guidelines
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Uranium mining locations in the western U.S. (2008)

A Regulators’ Guide to the Management of Radioactive Residuals from Drinking Water Treatment Technologies
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Water hauling station

Dwelling constructed with mine spoils

Watershed sampling

Contaminated mine pit lake
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